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CONSUMER GROUPS AND THEIR RISK PERCEPTION IN A  

DATA SHARING COOPERATION BETWEEN TWO FIRMS 

 

Tobias Steudner 

University of Passau, Chair of Business Information Systems, Passau, Germany, tobias.steudner@uni-passau.de 

 
Abstract: Privacy research has paid little attention to consequences and peculiarities when firms 

share consumer data with a third party. Thus, we explore consumers’ distinct standpoints regarding 

an impact on their perceived privacy risks due to a data sharing cooperation between two firms. We 

identify three consumer groups, whereby two of them see their privacy risks affected (either increased 

or decreased) and the third consumer group sees their privacy risks not affected due to a data sharing 

cooperation between two firms. We show that this special third group does not intensively deal with 

privacy related issues in this situation, which results in lower perceived privacy risks and a higher 

willingness to disclose personal data compared to the two other consumer groups. We show that this 

group effect on willingness to disclose even holds when controlling for effects of consumers’ privacy 

concerns and their perceived benefits. Furthermore, this effect is fully mediated by consumers’ 

perceived privacy risks. Our study provides first insights into different consumer groups and its 

characteristics in a data disclosure setting in which firms have a data sharing cooperation. Therefore, 

this work allows future research to apply a refined view on consumers, especially in such complex 

data disclosure settings. 

Keywords: Privacy Risk Perception, Data Sharing Cooperation, Privacy Concerns, Privacy Calculus. 
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays, privacy becomes more and more important (Gartner, 2019): many news about privacy 

intrusions due to legal but still privacy intrusive data policies of firms (e.g., by sharing personal  

consumer data to other firms), or due to illegal data breaches or misuses appear in the newscasts (e.g., 

Techcrunch.com, 2018; Solon, 2018; Ho, 2018). Thus, consumers’ privacy concerns and their privacy 

risk perception continue to be key topics, not only for privacy research but also for firms’ data  

handling strategies, for example, regarding consumer data sharing with a third party (Ho, 2018; 

Vaidhyanathan, 2018; Gartner, 2019). Nevertheless, most studies in the privacy context just examine 

data disclosure settings in which consumers disclose their personal data only to a single firm which 

does not share this data with a third party (e.g., Bansal, Zahedi and Gefen, 2010; H. Li, Sarathy and 

Xu, 2011). However, more and more firms started to deviate from this dyadic consumer-firm  

relationship and began a data sharing cooperation with other firms (Smith, Dinev and Xu, 2011; 

Madsbjerg, 2017; Gartner, 2018). An example for a data sharing cooperation between two firms is 

illustrated by the recently held beach volleyball world cup: to watch the matches at home via stream 

consumers could either pay 4.99 Euro to the streaming provider or allow the streaming provider to 

share their personal data (name and e-mail address) to a firm in the banking sector (Augsburger 

Allgemeine, 2019; Beach Majors GmbH, 2019). Even when a disclosure setting with a data sharing 

cooperation between firms is examined in the literature, almost no study considers the peculiarities of 

such a disclosure setting (e.g., Angst and Agarwal, 2009). The importance of examining peculiarities 

in data sharing cooperation increased when the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into 

force in May, 2018. The GDPR requires a high data handling transparency and firms are forced to  

inform consumers intelligibly about data handling procedures as well as their data sharing cooperation 

(General Data Protection Regulation, 2016). This means, consumers are highly informed about firms’ 

data sharing cooperations nowadays, which makes it necessary to examine peculiarities of such data 

sharing settings in more detail in future studies. 

To adequately understand the peculiarities of a more complex disclosure setting with a data sharing 

cooperation, first, it is necessary to identify consumer groups and their characteristics, especially with 

respect to their privacy risk perception towards a data sharing cooperation between firms. As it is 

intuitive to answer how consumers’ positive respectively negative views on a data sharing cooperation 

regarding their privacy risks will influence their risk perception and their willingness to disclose data, 

we focus on the third consumer group: on those consumers who see their privacy risks not affected 

through a data sharing cooperation between firms, as it is not intuitive to answer what this means for 

their risk perception and their willingness to disclose data. This leads to the following two research 

questions:  

1) Are there consumer groups with distinct perceptions of a data sharing cooperation between two 

firms? 2) What are the differences between consumers who see their privacy risks not affected due to a 

data sharing cooperation and consumers who see their privacy risks affected?  

To this end, we compare these consumer groups, i.e., consumers who think their privacy risks increase 

(“risks increase”-group), decrease (“risks decrease”-group) with consumers who see their privacy risks 

unaffected (“unreflected”-group) due to a data sharing cooperation between two firms, regarding their 

perceived privacy risks and their willingness to disclose data and its influencing factors in such a data 

disclosure setting. For this comparison we use Fisher’s permutation test and additionally regression 

analyses to verify the effect based on consumers’ distinct standpoints (displayed by consumers’ group) 

in more detail.  

We obtain interesting results, as consumers who do not see their privacy risks affected have 

experienced the least privacy invasions, used the least mental effort to assess their privacy risks and 

dealt least intensively with privacy issues in this situation. Consumers in this group also have a 

significant lower perception of privacy risks and a higher willingness to disclose than other 

consumers, even compared to consumers who see their privacy risks decreased due to a data sharing 

cooperation. We show that the effect based on different standpoints regarding a data sharing 
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cooperation (we refer to it from now on simply as group effect) on consumers’ risk perception and on 

their willingness to disclose is stable when controlling for privacy concerns and perceived benefits. 

Furthermore, we find that this group effect on consumers’ willingness to disclose is fully mediated by 

perceived privacy risks. 

With these findings, we contribute to a theory for analyzing (type I, cf. Gregor, 2006) as we explore 

the differences between these unexplored consumer groups. This enables future research a more 

refined view on consumers in such complex disclosure settings. Moreover, we also provide elements 

of a theory for explaining (type II, cf. Gregor, 2006), as we provide first statements about what cause 

those different standpoints and about its’ consequences.  

Besides, we offer practical implications, as we examine the consequences of this special  

“unreflected”-group regarding consumers’ perceived privacy risks and their willingness to disclose 

personal data, which allows firms and legislators to adapt communication strategies more specific to 

the needs of consumers. 

2 Theoretical Background 

2.1 Privacy Concerns 

For privacy studies in the digital context, information privacy is of special interest (Malhotra, Kim and 

Agarwal, 2004; Smith et al., 2011). Information privacy is tightly linked to consumers’ ability to 

“determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to 

others” (Westin, 1967, p. 7; Malhotra et al., 2004; Pavlou, 2011). Information privacy concerns in the 

context of data disclosures relate to what happens with the disclosed data (Dinev and Hart, 2006). 

Such privacy concerns are consumers’ general (non-situational) concerns regarding their privacy 

(Malhotra et al., 2004). Higher general privacy concerns can influence situational factors, e.g., privacy 

concerns can increase consumers’ perceived privacy risks, which are briefly described in chapter 2.2. 

Higher privacy concerns generally lead to a reduced willingness to disclose data but the effect of 

privacy concerns can be overruled by situational factors (Malhotra et al., 2004; Dinev, McConnell and 

Smith, 2015), which are not only dependent on general concerns: for example, by perceived benefits, 

or perceived privacy risks associated with a specific data disclosure (cf. chapter 2.2).  

2.2 Privacy Calculus and Perceived Privacy Risks 

To understand how consumers decide whether they disclose personal data in disclosure situations, the 

dominant theory in privacy research is the Privacy Calculus. The Privacy Calculus draws on the 

Theory of Reasoned Action, which assumes that consumers’ behavior is determined by their intention 

respectively their attitude towards the behavior and the associated outcome (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980; 

Li, 2012).  

The Privacy Calculus also draws on the Maximum Utility Theory, which means that consumers opt for 

the option with the highest utility calculated on the basis of their perceived benefits minus their 

perceived costs (Awad and Krishnan, 2006; Bansal et al., 2010; Li, 2012).  

In case of a data disclosure, monetary rewards, social advantages or better personalization can be 

perceived by consumers as benefits resulting from disclosing their data and, in turn, these benefits 

increase consumers’ willingness to disclose data (Caudill and Murphy, 2000; Hann, Hui, Lee and Png, 

2007; Smith et al., 2011).  

In contrast, the costs of data disclosures are consumers’ perceived privacy risks associated with the 

respective disclosure (Awad and Krishnan, 2006; Smith et al., 2011; Li, 2012), such as unauthorized 

access to or use of the data with negative consequences for consumers (Rindfleisch, 1997; Smith et al., 

2011). Privacy risks describe "the degree to which an individual believes that a high potential for loss 

[of privacy, annotation of the author] is associated with the release of personal information to a firm" 

(Smith et al., 2011, p. 1001). When consumers are confronted with privacy risks, consumers’ risk 
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perception can be described cognitively by the probability of a certain unfavorable outcome multiplied 

by the severity of the respective outcome (Bauer, 1967; Cunningham, 1967; Sieber and Lanzetta, 

1964). The more risks or sub-risks exist, the higher the total risk (Peter and Tarpey, 1975; Kahneman 

and Tversky, 1979; Tversky and Kahneman, 1992).  

Apart from the exact assessment, consumers weigh up their perceived benefits against their perceived 

privacy risks that are dependent on the respective situation. Based on this assessment, they decide 

whether to disclose their data or not (Smith et al., 2011). Of course, one limitation in the Privacy 

Calculus is that a “rational” choice for consumers’ behavior is assumed, which is not necessarily 

always given (Dinev et al., 2015). Instead of evaluating the choices solely with high cognitive effort, 

Dinev et al. (2015) assumed mental shortcuts, i.e., simple heuristics, also to be used in a data 

disclosure setting, which is assumed to be connected to less mental effort. Therefore, we also examine 

mental effort in this study and a possible connection to consumers’ perceived privacy risks and their 

willingness to disclose data. How consumers perceive a data sharing cooperation between two firms, 

in which consumers’ personal data is shared, and its consequences for consumers’ risk perception and 

their willingness to disclose data is not only interesting for researchers but also for firms: for instance, 

to extend and adapt privacy study designs to a “data sharing cooperation between firms”-context, and 

also for firms’ to refine their privacy or data handling strategies (Gartner, 2019). 

3 Hypotheses Development 

Regarding a firms’ data sharing cooperation and its’ consequences on consumers privacy risks, there 

can be three standpoints:  

1) “risks increasing”-group: consumers could see their privacy risks increasing, e.g., because 

more data transfers could be applied and more firms obtain the data (Peter and Tarpey, 1975; 

Tversky and Kahneman, 1992; Gartner, 2018);  

2) “risks decreasing”-group: consumers could see their privacy risks decreasing, e.g., due to 

mutual monitoring of the firms regarding data handling (cf. Killing, 1982; Ahern, 1993; 

Gartner, 2013), complementing each other (Lei and Slocum Jr., 1992; Mason, 1993) through 

the exchange of IT-security know-how, or application of the most privacy protective policy 

(Gartner, 2013; Steudner, Widjaja and Schumann, 2019); and  

3) “unreflected”-group: consumers could see no effects on their privacy risks when a firm has a 

data sharing cooperation with another firm, maybe because they do not think intensively about 

the impact on their privacy risks (cf. Kool, McGuire, Rosen and Botvinick, 2010). 

As it is intuitively to answer how consumers’ perceived privacy risks and their willingness to disclose 

is affected when they see their privacy risks increasing respectively decreasing, we want to focus on 

the third group, that sees no impact on their privacy risks due to a data sharing cooperation. We  

examine their characteristics and reveal what makes this consumer group so special and what this 

means for their perceived privacy risks and their willingness to disclose compared to the other two 

consumer groups. Therefore, we hypothesize what makes this “unreflected”-group special first, and 

then below, we explain which consequences emerge from those characteristics. 

“Unreflected”-consumers report that such a data sharing cooperation will not affect their privacy risks. 

To obtain this perspective intensive thinking about the situation and its privacy relevant circumstances 

in detail is not necessary, as it is easier to avoid thinking about the consequences and just assume no 

consequences (cf. Kool et al., 2010). This is in contrast to the other two perspectives, which require 

usually to think more intensively about possible consequences. Therefore, we hypothesize: 

H1: Consumers in the “unreflected”-group have used less mental effort in assessing their privacy 

risks than consumers in the “risks increase”-group as well as consumers in the “risks decrease”-

group. 

 

Consumers typically use their prior experiences to form inferences, e.g., about correct behavior and 

future outcomes (Osberg and Shrauger, 1986). These findings are in line with the availability and the 
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representativeness heuristic, which assumes that consequences are becoming more dominant and more 

likely in the mind of consumers the more often these consequences were experienced (Tversky and 

Kahneman, 1974). When consumers’ privacy intrusion experience is less pronounced, they may not 

see the necessity to deal intensively with the issue of how their privacy risks are affected when a firm 

shares their personal data to another firm. Hence, consumers that experienced less privacy intrusions 

do usually not assess the consequences of a data sharing cooperation as effortful as other consumers, 

who have experienced more privacy intrusions. In accordance with H1, consumers with low privacy 

intrusion experience simply see no need to use high mental effort to assess possible consequences, 

e.g., in form of privacy intrusions, as these consequences are not dominant in their mind. Vice versa, 

consumers with low privacy intrusion experience simply think, that such a data sharing cooperation 

will not affect their privacy risks. Thus, consumers that spent less mental effort, as assumed for the 

“unreflected” consumers in H1, should probably also have experienced less privacy intrusions. 

Therefore, we hypothesize: 

H2: Consumers in the “unreflected”-group have experienced less privacy intrusions than consumers 

in the “risks increase”-group as well as consumers in the “risks decrease”-group. 

 

Consumers who experienced less privacy intrusions are less concerned regarding their privacy in 

general (Perloff, 1987; Smith et al., 1996; Cranor, Reagle, Joseph and Ackerman, 1999; Awad and 

Krishnan, 2006). Based on the previous hypothesized characteristic of the “unreflected”-group in H2, 

this means that consumers in the “unreflected”-group should have lower general privacy concerns as 

they should have lower privacy intrusion experience. Therefore, we hypothesize: 

H3: Consumers in the “unreflected”-group have lower privacy concerns than consumers in the “risks 

increase”-group as well as consumers in the “risks decrease”-group. 

 

According to the hypotheses above, the third “unreflected”-group should be special, as these  

consumers do not form an elaborated opinion and do not reflect on consequences of a data sharing  

cooperation intensively. The reason for this is their lower privacy intrusion experience which is also 

connected to lower privacy concerns as previously explained. 

When consumers have experienced less privacy intrusions and have lower privacy concerns, it follows 

that they also should perceive lower privacy risks and have a higher willingness to disclose (Cranor et 

al., 1999; Awad and Krishnan, 2006; Smith et al., 2011; Dinev et al., 2015). Therefore, we expect the, 

at first glance surprising result that consumers in the “unreflected”-group perceive less privacy risks 

and have a higher willingness to disclose than even those consumers in the “risks decrease”-group, 

i.e., those consumers who see their privacy risks decreasing through the data sharing cooperation. 

H4: Consumers in the “unreflected”-group perceive lower privacy risks than consumers in the “risks 

increase”-group as well as consumers in the “risks decrease”-group. 

H5: Consumers in the “unreflected”-group have a higher willingness to disclose than consumers in 

the “risks increase”-group as well as consumers in the “risks decrease”-group. 

 

In addition, we expect that the effect resulting from the different perspectives between the consumer 

groups (i.e., the group effect) on consumers’ willingness to disclose is mediated by perceived risks. 

We expect this group effect to be stable even when controlling for other effects. We expect the group 

effect of the “unreflected”-group (compared to the other two groups) on perceived risks and on their 

willingness to disclose data which should be distinct from general privacy concerns as not thinking 

about consequences of a certain disclosure situation and its associated risks regarding one’s privacy is 

different from general low privacy concerns (cf. Hoofnagle and Urban, 2014). Thus, we use control 

variables for hypotheses H4 and H5 to ensure this group effect is not solely based on different levels 

of privacy concerns.  
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As we build the groups based on how the consumers think their privacy risks are affected by a firm 

cooperation, we expect that this group effect on consumers’ willingness to disclose (H5) is fully 

mediated by perceived privacy risks. Therefore, we hypothesize: 

H6: The group effect of consumers in the “unreflected”-group compared to the “risks increase”-

group and “risks decrease”-group that leads to an increased willingness to disclose is fully mediated 

by consumers’ perceived risks. 

4 Sample and Setup 

We used a hypothetical scenario-based survey which is a common approach for information privacy 

research (e.g., Malhotra et al., 2004; Hann et al., 2007; Xu, Luo, Carroll and Rosson, 2011) to prevent 

influences from external variables (Kirk, 2013; Coolican, 2014), like it could occur with brand or 

loyalty effects (e.g., Pan and Zinkhan, 2006). 

The survey data was collected in cooperation with a panel provider in two phases: First data was 

gathered in October 2018 and in the second phase further data was obtained in April 2019 to increase 

sample size.1 The subjects were over 18 years and lived in Germany. 

The survey was structured as follows: first, each participant had to state age and sex. Then, the same 

two hypothetical firms were introduced to all participants: the first firm (firm 1) is a software company 

that is not privacy certified, has low know-how regarding IT security, and was already victim of a 

cyber-attack. In contrast, the other firm (firm 2) is a retail clothing firm that is privacy certified, has 

high know-how regarding IT security, and has defended all previous cyber-attacks.  

The introduction of the firms was followed by a scenario (same scenario for all participants) in which 

the participants were asked to hypothetically disclose personal data (name, e-mail address, address, net 

household income, expenditure on clothing per quarter, and number of persons in the household) in 

exchange for a cinema voucher with a value of 20 Euro to firm 1, which shares the exact same data 

obtained from the participant with firm 2 (i.e., with a data sharing cooperation between these two 

firms). By implementing control questions, it was ensured that the participants have read the questions 

adequately and understood that there is a cooperation in form of data sharing between these two firms, 

i.e., that both firms obtain the exact same data. With these criteria, we obtained a number of 182 

participants in total with a mean age of 43 and with 56% male. In more detail, 25% of the participants 

were between 18-29, 20% were between 30-39, 20% were between 40-49, 19% were between 50-59 

and 16% were older than 60. 

After the scenario, the participants had to indicate, in the following order, their willingness to disclose 

data (WTD), their perceived privacy risks (RISK) as well as their used mental effort for assessing their 

privacy risks (ME), their perceived benefits (BENE), their privacy concerns2, their frequency of being 

a privacy intrusion victim (VICT), and their general need for cognition (NfC, i.e., participants’ general 

need to think decisions or problems through, cf. Cacioppo, Petty and Chuan Feng Kao, 1984). For all 

these constructs existing measurement instruments were used, that were adapted to this study’s context 

when necessary (cf. Appendix 1). A confirmatory factor analysis was performed with principal axes 

 

1 It was verified that the obtained observations during the two collections are not significantly different.  

2 To measure general privacy concerns we used the Global Information Privacy Concerns (GIPC). For supplementary 

verification purposes and as an alternative measurement instrument for general privacy concerns the Internet Privacy 

Concerns (IPC), which measures general privacy concerns related to the internet context (IPC from Dinev and Hart, 2006), 

was added in the data collection phase 2. For validation purposes, the correlation of the two scales were analyzed. The 

correlation of the GIPC scale with the IPC scale is highly significant (IPC regressed on GIPC: R2 = .216, p < .001; 𝛽 = .59, p 

< .001) and behaves analogically in all group comparisons. Due to the higher number of observations for GIPC, we focus on 

GIPC for the regression analyses. In phase two, the following measurement instruments were also added: mental effort (ME) 

and dealing intensity (DEAL) as well as the control construct need for cognition (NfC). Thus, for the constructs “IPC”, 

”ME”, “NfC”, and “DEAL” only 40 observations in group 1, 34 in group 2, and 36 in group 3 were obtained. 
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factoring and oblimin transformation to obtain the item loadings for the respective constructs (cf. 

Bandalos and Boehm-Kaufman, 2009), see Appendix 1 for loadings. The participants were asked 

whether and how the data sharing cooperation of the two firms impacts their privacy risks (see 

Appendix 1). This was done to divide the participants into the three consumer groups for the analysis3, 

i.e., if the participants think that their privacy risks increase (“risks increase”-group, n = 71), decrease 

(“risks decrease”-group, n = 54), or see no change regarding their privacy risks (“unreflected”-group, 

n = 57) since firm 1 shares their disclosed data with firm 2. In addition, the participants had to answer 

statements on privacy relevant aspects of the data disclosure (see Appendix 1). The sum of correct 

answers was used to verify how intensively they have dealt (DEAL) with privacy relevant  

issues in this situation as supplementary verification of participants self-reported mental effort. 

5 Method and Results 

The data was gathered in two phases (cf. chapter 4). Thus, we firstly controlled and verified that no 

differences exist between the observations obtained at the two different time spans. Next, internal 

consistency reliability was verified: all examined constructs have Cronbach’s α above the lower 

threshold of .7, see Appendix 1 (Bagozzi and Yi, 2012).  

The mean values and standard deviations for the variables are displayed in Table 1, which is  

subdivided into the three different consumer groups. 

To ensure that possible effects are not caused by general differences in the three groups regarding age, 

sex, or consumers’ need for cognition we use analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the Kruskal-Wallis 

test if the requirements for an ANOVA are not fulfilled (McKight and Najab, 2010), to verify no 

differences between the groups.  

 

 Construct Mean (Construct Standard Deviation) 

Consumer Group WTD BENE RISK IPC GIPC VICT ME DEAL NfC AGE SEX 

Group 1: „risks  

increase“ (n=71) 

3.22 

(2.15) 

3.34 

(1.52) 

5.28 

(1.47) 

4.60 

(1.49) 

4.42 

(1.28) 

2.52 

(1.60) 

4.93 

(2.34) 

4.45 

(1.50) 

4.49 

(1.21) 

43.53 

(15.50) 

52% 

male 

Group 2: „risks  

decrease“ (n=54) 

3.49 

(2.04) 

3.82 

(1.58) 

4.77 

(1.58) 

4.77 

(1.39) 

4.39 

(1.22) 

2.54 

(1.71) 

4.82 

(2.22) 

4.56 

(1.65) 

4.57 

(.99) 

42.65 

(14.59) 

61% 

male 

Group 3: 

„unreflected“ 

(n=57) 

4.71 

(2.11) 

4.24 

(1.64) 

3.78 

(1.78) 

3.86 

(1.42) 

3.74 

(1.14) 

1.75 

(1.09) 

4.03 

(1.87) 

3.56 

(1.54) 

4.60 

(1.07) 

41.47 

(13.36) 

56% 

male 

Table 1.  Mean values for the respective consumer groups 

No significant differences regarding the control variables “NfC” (𝜒2(2, 107) = .024, p = .988),  

“Age” (F(2, 178) = .312,  p = .732),  and “Sex” (F(2, 179) = .499, p = .608) are existent between the 

three consumer groups. 

The group comparisons to answer hypotheses H1-H6 are conducted via Fisher’s unpaired mean 

permutation test with respectively 50,000 permutations (Fisher, 1935; Smucker, Allan and Carterette, 

2007; Millard, 2013), see Table 2. 

 

 

 

 

3 The option „other“ was selectable in this question and three participants of the initially 185 participants chose this option 

and could not be assigned into one of the three consumer groups. Thus, these three participants were sorted out of the sample, 

which lead to the described 182 participants.  
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 Difference of Means (p-value) for 

Comparison of 
ME 

x > y 

DEAL 

x > y 

VICT 

x > y 

GIPC 

x > y 

IPC 

x > y 

RISK 

x > y 

WTD 

x < y 

Group 1 “risks increase” (x) 

compared to  

Group 3 “unreflected” (y) 

.90* 

(.040) 

.89** 

(.008) 

.77** 

(.001) 

.68*** 

(<.001) 

.74* 

(.015) 

1.51*** 

(<.001) 

-1.49*** 

(<.001) 

Group 2 “risks decrease” (x) 

compared to  

Group 3 “unreflected” (y) 

.80† 

(.060) 

1.00** 

(.007) 

.78** 

(.002) 

.66** 

(.002) 

.91** 

(.004) 

1.00** 

(.001) 

-1.22** 

(.001) 

Table 2.  Differences of means and significance levels for one-sided comparison tests. 

With † for p<.1; * for p<.05; ** for p<.01; *** for p< .001. 

Consumers in the “unreflected”-group have used the least mental effort (Gr1-3 = .90, p = .04;  

Gr2-3 = .80, p = .06) and dealt least intensively with privacy related issues in this situation (Gr1-3 = .89, 

p = .008; Gr2-3 = 1.00, p = .007) among the three groups. Thus, we accept H1. Analogously, we accept 

H2 as consumers in the “unreflected”-group have experienced less privacy intrusions than consumers 

in the other two groups (Gr1-3 = .77, p = .001; Gr2-3 = .78, p = .002). Consumers in the “unreflected”-

group have lower privacy concerns (GIPC: Gr1-3 = .68, p < .001; Gr2-3 = .66, p = .002; IPC:  

Gr1-3 = .74, p = .015; Gr2-3 = .91, p = .004). Thus, we accept H3.  

To verify H4-H6 we perform three regression analyses in addition to the group comparison tests to be 

able to control for effects caused by consumers’ privacy concerns (GIPC) or their perceived benefits 

of the data disclosure (models and control variables based on the model of Smith et al. (2011) and 

Dinev et al. (2015). We use the dummy variable “Group Effect” as a variable to describe the effect 

which is caused by the group differences with the “unreflected”-group as reference point. Therefore, 

we have two regression coefficients for this variable: the first regression coefficient (Group Effect3-1) 

describes the effect for the “unreflective”-group compared to the “risks increase”-group, and the  

second regression coefficient (Group Effect3-2) displays the effect of the “unreflective”-group  

compared to the “risks decrease”-group. In short, we compare the group effect of the “unreflective” 

consumers with the more “reflective” consumers in the “risks increase”- and “risks decrease”-group 

while controlling for other factors.  

The first regression analysis in Table 3 is necessary for H4: consumers’ perceived privacy risks 

(RISK) is regressed on “Group Effect” and as a measure of control additionally regressed on  

consumers’ privacy concerns (GIPC). 

The second regression analysis is necessary to verify H5: consumers’ willingness to disclose (WTD) is 

regressed on “Group Effect” and as a measure of control additionally regressed on consumers’  

perceived benefits (BENE) and their privacy concerns (GIPC). 

The third regression analysis is necessary to establish a mediation for H6 (cf. Baron and Kenny, 1986; 

Shrout and Bolger, 2002; Tingley et al., 2014): consumers’ willingness to disclose (WTD) is regressed 

on “Group Effect” as well as on consumers’ perceived privacy risks (RISK).4  

We accept hypothesis H4, as consumers in the “unreflected”-group perceive the lowest privacy risks 

(Table 2: Gr1-3 = 1.51, p < .001; Gr2-3 = 1.00, p = .001) and even when controlling for effects of 

consumers’ privacy concerns, the group effect is still significant (Table 3, Regression 1: 𝛽Gr3-1 = 1.202, 

p < .001; 𝛽Gr3-2 = .700, p = .018). As intuitively expected, the “unreflected”-group perceives less  

privacy risks than the “risks increase”-group. However, the biggest peculiarity of the “unreflected”-

group is that consumers in the “unreflected”-group perceive even lower privacy risks than those in the 

 

4 No further control variable was used in the third regression on purpose to prevent an inflation of the group effect p-value. 

Nevertheless, we tested the model also with GIPC and BENE as control variables resulting in an even bigger p-value for the 

group effect. 
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“risks decrease”-group, which is not solely explainable due to direct effects resulting from privacy 

concerns. 

 

 Regression 1 Regression 2 Regression 3 

Model:  

F-statistic, p-Value, R2 

RISK regressed on  

GIPC and Group-Effect: 

F(3, 178) = 18.51, 

p<.001; .R2 = .238 

WTD regressed on  

BENE, GIPC and 

Group-Effect:  

F(4, 177) = 50.5, 

p<.001; R2 = .533 

WTD regressed on 

RISK and Group-Effect: 

F(3, 178) = 51.93, 

p<.001; R2 = .467 

Variable 
𝛽 

(std. error) 

t-Value  

(p-Value) 

𝛽 

(std. error) 

t-Value  

(p-Value) 

𝛽 

(std. error) 

t-Value  

(p-Value) 

Group Effect3-1 
1.202***  

(.276) 

4.348 

(<.001) 

-.468†  

(.283) 

-1.657  

(.099)  

-.217  

(.483) 

-.702  

(.483) 

Group Effect3-2 
.700*  

(.294) 

2.383  

(.018) 

-.613*  

(.295) 

-2.079  

(.039) 

-.379  

(.316) 

-1.200  

(.232) 

RISK     
-.845***  

(.075) 

-11.248  

(<.001) 

Control  

variable 

BENE   
.841***  

(.072) 

11.627  

(<.001) 
  

GIPC 
.451*** 

(.0927) 

4.863  

(<.001) 

-.392***  

(.094) 

-4.184  

(<.001) 
  

Table 3.  Regression analyses for H4 – H6 with the “unreflected”-group (group 3) as reference 

point for the group effect in the respective models. Unstandardized regression 

coefficients (𝛽) are used as the groups have different standard deviations.  

With † for p<.1; * for p<.05; ** for p<.01; *** for p< .001. 

Analogously, we accept H5 as consumers in the “unreflected”-group have a higher willingness to 

disclose their data than consumers in the other groups (Table 2: Gr1-3 = -1.49, p < .001; Gr2-3 = -1.22,  

p = .001) and even when controlling for consumers’ perceived benefits and their privacy concerns, the 

group effect is still significant on a 10% respectively 5% significance level (Table 3, Regression 2: 

𝛽Gr3-1 = -.468, p = .099; 𝛽Gr3-2 = -.613, p = .039). 

To confirm a full mediation as hypothesized in H6, the group effect is not allowed to be significant in 

the third model. This non-significance of the group effect on consumers’ willingness to disclose while 

controlling for their perceived risks can be confirmed (Table 3, Regression 3: 𝛽Gr3-1 = -.217,  

p = .483; 𝛽Gr3-2 = -.379, p = .232).  

To further confirm this mediation, we test the significance of this indirect effect via “mediation”, an R 

package that is based on a bootstrapping procedure (cf. Tingley et al., 2014). We use bias-corrected 

and accelerated bootstrapping with 5000 bootstrapped samples for each analysis. We perform two 

bootstrapping analyses as we want to confirm perceived privacy risks as full mediator in both  

comparisons, i.e., the group effect of “unreflected”-group compared to “risks increase”-group as well 

as “unreflected”-group compared to “risks decrease”-group. We perform regression analyses equal to 

regression 1 and regression 3 (cf. Table 3) containing only the respective two groups and then use 

these two models per comparison for the bootstrapping analyses (cf. Tingley et al., 2014). We obtain a  

significant indirect group effect for the bootstrapping analysis containing the “unreflected”-group and 

the “risks increase”-group with an estimate of -1.020 (p < .001), while the direct group effect is non-

significant with an estimate of -.140 (p = .637). Similarly, we obtain a significant indirect group effect 

for the bootstrapping analysis containing the “unreflected”-group and the “risks decrease”-group with 

an estimate of -.557 (p = .024), while the direct group effect is non-significant with an estimate  

of -.465 (p = .158). Therefore, we confirm hypothesis H6, i.e., that the group effect on consumers’  

willingness to disclose is fully mediated by their perceived privacy risks. 
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6 Discussion 

This study extends privacy research to the unexplored field of data disclosure settings where firms 

share consumer data with a third party. The focus in this study lies on the most outstanding peculiarity: 

the data sharing aspect and its consequences for consumers’ decision-making regarding perceived  

privacy risks and their willingness to disclose data. This study shows that all three consumer groups, 

i.e., consumers who think that their privacy risks increase, decrease, or see no effect regarding their 

privacy risks due to a data sharing cooperation between two firms, are present in such a data disclosure 

setting, comprising a privacy protective and a privacy unprotective firm. In this specific setting all 

three consumer groups are of roughly the same size with a slight dominance of the consumers who 

think their privacy risks increase (“risks increase”: 39%; “risks decrease”: 30%; “unreflected”: 31%).  

The results confirm our expectation that the third group is clearly special: consumers in the  

“unreflected”-group have the greatest willingness to disclose, lowest perceived privacy risks, lowest 

privacy concerns, least privacy intrusion experience, and they have also spent the least mental effort 

on assessing their privacy risks.  

We essentially compared consumers who reflected impacts of a data sharing cooperation between two 

firms (consumers in the “risks increase” and “risks decrease” group) with consumers who did not 

reflect equally intensive about privacy consequences (“unreflected”-group) due to the firm cooperation 

via Fisher’s permutation test. Furthermore, we examined the group effect and its mediator via 

regression analyses and a bootstrapping procedure. 

Based on this study, future research can generally use a more refined view on consumers in more 

complex data disclosure settings, i.e., where firms share consumer data to a third party. We find that 

being in the “unreflected”-group has an effect that leads indirectly to a higher willingness to disclose 

data with perceived privacy risks as a full mediator. This effect still exists when controlled for general 

privacy concerns.  

6.1 Implications 

This study provides a first foundation for future research in more complex data sharing settings, since 

we contribute to a theory for analyzing (type I, cf. Gregor, 2006), as we explored, analyzed, and 

compared new consumer groups – enabling an appropriate understanding of consumers in such 

complex data disclosure settings. Additionally, we show a new possibility to identify a consumer 

group that deal mentally less intensive with situational, privacy relevant issues in such complex data 

sharing settings compared to other consumers without asking consumers directly for their spent mental 

effort. This could prevent possible priming or bias effects in future studies.  

Furthermore, we contribute to elements of a theory for explaining (type II, cf. Gregor, 2006): our  

results indicate that heuristics that draw mainly on experience, like the availability or  

representativeness heuristic (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974; Osberg and Shrauger, 1986), offer  

plausible explanations for “unreflected”-consumers’ perceived privacy risks and their willingness to 

disclose data. Moreover, our explanation approach is also in accordance with the critique regarding 

consumers’ “rationality” (Dinev et al., 2015): the special “unreflected”-group has used the least mental 

effort in assessing their privacy risks, and those consumers have the lowest perceived privacy risks and 

the greatest willingness to disclose data as well. These results reveal that further investigations 

regarding the exact role of mental effort and low cognitive effort heuristics as claimed by Dinev et al. 

(2015) is indeed necessary. Future research can take this study as first indication to work out the 

causality of consumers’ cognitive effort, privacy intrusion experience, and willingness to disclose in 

more detail (cf. Dinev et al., 2015).  

Besides theoretical contributions, this study also offers practical implications: firms should not be too 

anxious about consequences of a data sharing cooperation in regard to consumers data sharing 

behavior. This is because around 30% of the consumers do not deal in such situations intensively with  

privacy issues of a data sharing cooperation and they see their privacy risks also not affected anyhow 

due to the cooperation. These 30% of the consumers are generally more inclined to disclose their data 
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even in data disclosure settings with a data sharing cooperation between firms. Therefore, firms should 

focus on the remaining consumers to achieve a sufficient disclosure willingness. It could be helpful to 

emphasize benefits provided through the data sharing cooperation, such as an increased  

personalization, or time savings for the consumers, which increase consumers’ willingness to disclose 

(Smith et al., 2011; Dinev et al., 2015; Krafft, Arden and Verhoef, 2017). In particular, it could be 

helpful to decrease consumers’ perceived privacy risks to explain advantages of the data sharing  

cooperation regarding consumers privacy. For example, in regard to data security know-how or stricter 

privacy policies as this could convince even “reflective” consumers of reduced privacy risks and thus, 

make them more inclined to disclose data (cf. Tsai et al., 2011). Furthermore, such logical arguments 

may be more convincing for “reflective” consumers, as they are willing to use their cognitive  

resources to assess the data disclosure circumstances more detailed. 

On the other hand, legislators may need to protect these particular 30% of consumers who do not deal 

mentally intensive with possible consequences of a data sharing procedure or other privacy  

relevant characteristics (“unreflected”-consumers). All consumers should have the possibility to assess 

their privacy risks without too much mental effort, so that even the 30% of consumers who use their 

cognitive resources sparingly for this task, can see consequences easily and have their own, more 

elaborated, standpoint. This could possibly be achieved by implementing a privacy signal or score, 

which was already implemented for food in some countries in the European Union (Santé publique 

France, 2019; tagesschau, 2019). Such tools seem to be highly helpful in the privacy context as well 

(Tsai et al., 2011; Maass, Wichmann, Pridöhl and Herrmann, 2017), which makes further development 

and analysis of such tools necessary – especially with respect to “unreflected”-consumers. 

6.2 Limitations 

Nevertheless, these results have to be viewed in light of their limitations: the distribution of 

consumers’ standpoints and its effects might vary for other firm constellations. The obtained results 

could also vary when there are more than two firms involved in the data sharing cooperation, which 

makes further studies necessary. Equally, these results are not necessarily transferable to other cultures 

with different attitudes on privacy. A cross-cultural study could provide helpful in-depth insights in 

this regard. 

There is also critique on the Privacy Calculus in general, as there is probably an intention-behavior 

gap (e.g., Norberg, Horne and Horne, 2007), which some explain with missing “rationality” and  

differences in used mental effort for consumers’ decision-making (e.g., Dinev et al., 2015).  

Independent whether the “rational” choice is true or not, various studies have shown that perceived 

privacy risks are a major reducing determinant for consumers’ willingness to disclose data (Malhotra 

et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2011). Despite the criticism on the privacy calculus,  

perceived risks have been proven to influence behavior in different contexts (e.g., Bachman, Johnson 

and O’Malley, 1998; Miyazaki and Fernandez, 2001; Norberg et al., 2007; Tsai, Egelman, Cranor and 

Acquisti, 2011). Similarly intention is a well-established predictor of behavior across various contexts 

(e.g., Granberg and Holmberg, 1990; Bachman et al., 1998; Sniehotta, Scholz and Schwarzer, 2005; 

Xu et al., 2011; Li, 2011), which makes the results of this study valuable even when there was no  

behavior measured. Nevertheless, the effects and results of this study should further be verified and 

examined in a real setting with consumers’ actual behavior measured. To this end, it could be helpful 

to re-examine the intention-behavior gap, similar to Norberg et al. (2007), when grouping consumers 

as done in this study or alternatively when grouping them by used mental effort. We would expect a 

stronger intention-behavior correlation for the more “reflected”-consumers than for the “unreflected”-

consumers based on the first insights offered by this study.  
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7 Appendix 

Appendix 1.  Measurement Instruments, Item Loadings and Cronbach’s α. Item loadings in  

parentheses; correctness of statements in square brackets; * signalizes a reversive coded item. 
Global Information Privacy Concerns (GIPC) 

Abbreviated from Malhotra et al. (2004), Smith et al. (1996); Cronbach’s α: .74; 

7-Point Likert scale with anchors 1 = “strongly disagree” and 7 = ”strongly agree”. 

GIPC1 (.72) 
Compared to others, I am more sensitive about the way online companies handle my 

personal information. 

GIPC2 (.85) To me, it is the most important thing to keep my privacy intact from online companies. 

GIPC3 (.53) I am concerned about threats to my personal privacy today. 

Internet Privacy Concerns (IPC) 

Adapted from Dinev & Hart (2006), Culnan & Armstrong (1999), Smith et al. (1996); Cronbach’s α: .92; 

7-Point Likert scale with anchors 1 = “not at all concerned” and 7 = ”very concerned”. 

IPC1 (.85) I am concerned that the information I submit on the Internet could be misused. 

IPC2 (.83) I am concerned that a person can find private information about me on the Internet. 

IPC3 (.92) 
I am concerned about submitting information on the Internet, because of what others might 

do with it. 

IPC4 (.88) 
I am concerned about submitting information on the Internet, because it could be used in a 

way I did not foresee. 

Mental Effort (ME) 

Adapted from Paas & Van Merriënboer (1994), Bratfisch et al. (1972), 

9-Point Likert scale with anchors 1 = “very, very low mental effort” and 9 = ” very, very high mental effort”. 

ME1 How much mental effort did you put into your risk assessment? 

Need for Cognition (NfC) 

Abbreviated from Cacioppo et al. (1984); Cronbach’s α: .79; 

7-Point Likert scale with anchors 1 = “extremely uncharacteristic” and 7 = ”extremely characteristic”. 

NfC1 (.66) I find satisfaction in deliberating hard and for long hours. 

NfC2 (.85) Thinking is not my idea of fun.* 

NfC3 (.69) 
I would rather do something that requires little thought than something that is sure to 

challenge my thinking abilities.* 

NfC4 (.69) I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new solutions to problems. 

Intensity of Dealing with Privacy Relevant and Situational Aspects (DEAL) 

Questions and answers, which are multiple response options, developed based on the scenario of this study. 

Question: Please specify what statement is true. 

Option 1 “Firm 1” is a privacy certified company. [false] 

Option 2 “Firm 2” is a privacy certified company. [true] 

Option 3 “Firm 1” was a victim of a cyber-attack. [true] 

Option 4 “Firm 2” was a victim of a cyber-attack. [false] 

Option 5 “Firm 1” has a high level of know-how in IT security. [false] 

Option 6 “Firm 2” has a high level of know-how in IT security. [true] 

Privacy Intrusion Victim (VICT) 

Adopted from Malhotra et al. (2004),  

7-Point Likert scale with anchors 1 = “not at all” and 7 = ”very much”. 

VIC1 
How frequently have you personally been the victim of what you felt was an improper 

invasion of privacy? 
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Question on Consumers’ Data Sharing Cooperation Privacy Risk Consequences 

Question and answers, which are single response options, based on a pre-study (Steudner et al., 2019). 

Question: Do you think that the cooperation of the companies involved influences the privacy risks that 

arise? [Exclusive Options] 

Option 1 
Yes, privacy risks are decreased, without the possibility to say which company is 

responsible for this reduction in privacy risks. 

Option 2 Yes, “firm 1” reduces privacy risks arising from “firm 2”. 

Option 3 Yes, “firm 2” reduces privacy risks arising from “firm 1”. 

Option 4 
Yes, privacy risks are increased, without the possibility to say which company is 

responsible for this increase in privacy risks. 

Option 5 Yes, “firm 1” increases privacy risks arising from “firm 2”. 

Option 6 Yes, “firm 2” increases privacy risks arising from “firm 1”. 

Option 7 Yes, other reason. 

Option 8 No, the cooperation does not influence the privacy risks. 

Perceived Benefits (BENE) 

Adapted from Voss, Spangenberg, & Grohmann (2003),  

7-Point Likert scale with anchors 1 = “strongly disagree” and 7 = ”strongly agree” 

The benefits I get from participating in this/these data collection/s, I will probably describe as … 

BENE1 (.90) functional 

BENE2 (.92) practical 

BENE3 (.77) necessary 

BENE4 (.90) helpful 

Perceived Privacy Risks (RISK) 

Adapted from Dinev, Xu, Smith, & Hart (2013), Dinev & Hart (2006), Featherman & Pavlou (2003); 

Cronbach’s α: .95; 

7-Point Likert scale with anchors 1 = “strongly disagree” and 7 = ”strongly agree”. 

RISK1 (.93) It is very risky in this data collection to reveal personal information. 

RISK2 (.94) 
The disclosure of personal information in this data collection is associated with a high 

potential risk of losing privacy. 

RISK3 (.89) My disclosed personal information may be used improperly in this data collection. 

RISK4 (.91) 
The disclosure of personal information in this data collection could cause many unexpected 

problems. 

Willingness to Disclose (WTD) 

Adapted from Anderson & Agarwal (2011); Cronbach’s α: .98; 7-Point semantic differential with different 

anchors, see items below. 

Question:  

To what extent would you be willing to disclose the requested data in this data collection and thus to 

participate in this data collection. 

WTD1 (.99) unlikely - likely 

WTD2 (.99) not probable - probably 

WTD3 (.97) unwilling - willing 
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